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ABSTRACT
Wireless communication system have broadcast nature which limits performance in terms of security and
privacy. Physical layer security is meant to provide secure communication and having legitimate user to
successfully obtain secure information. The work in present paper is to investigate various methods developed
for enhancing physical layer security starting from Shannon’s wire-tap model in 1949 to recent multiple input
multiple output based security models.
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I. INTRODUCTION
For proper wireless communication we want to
In wireless channel because of the broadcast nature,

change characteristic of a physical channel. The

the main issue is privacy and security. Secrecy play

number of research works on physical layer security

main role in the wireless communication. Mainly
security issue in the military as well as in the

has increased exponentially over the last few years.
This number is certainly growing with the emergence

homeland.

secure

of decentralized networks and deployment of 5G and

communication in anyhow. In which data of source is

beyond wireless communication system. So many

only reached at the legitimate receiver not at

difference between physical layer security and other

eavesdropper. If unfortunately that data reached at
eavesdropper then they cannot decode it [1]. When

higher layer cryptography. Do work on higher layer,
computational complexity is increases because of the

data is transmitted from source at that time so many

fluctuation in wireless channel. Now we learn

receivers were presented, in that all some are

different models used for enhancing secrecy. First we

legitimate

malicious

see introduction in which, what is physical layer

receivers. Legitimate receiver can decode data easily

security (PLS) and why we are doing PLS? This paper

but malicious can’t decode it. To do this we want to

is based on the survey that’s why in next section see

encrypt data at the transmitter side. In encryption

the existing techniques for the security. Then after we

original data has added with some code and reverse

take a comparative analysis of the techniques and

process is done at the receiver which is called as the

conclusion. Mainly there are two parts to do security

decryption. With this we prevent data leakage. Now a

on the physical layer 1) information theoretic 2)

days to do secure communication trend of physical

signal processing. Here we discuss on the base of

layer security is in major concern [4]-[9].

information theoretic analysis.

Theirs

receivers

main

and

aim

others

is

are

to
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II.

EXISTING METHODS FOR PHYSICAL
LAYER SECURITY

In this figure W is original signal which is transfer
from transmitter (Alice) to legitimate receiver (Bob).
Secret key is used to encrypt the data. In Shannon’s

There are many techniques which are used to a safe

One Time Pad (OTP) approach original data W

communication in between the environment of

XORing with secret key K and then that encrypted

eavesdropper. Information theoretic security dates

data X will transmitted at the Alice. That same data is

back to Shannon’s pioneer work in 1948.

reached at the Bob as well as Eve. Bob has secret key
that’s why they again XORing of received data and

Shannon’s Cipher Model (1948)

secret key K. after this process Bob get original data

Claude

American

but Eavesdropper haven’t secret key, because of this it

mathematician, electrical engineer and cryptographer

cannot decode the data. Shannon’s shows that each

known as “the father of Information Theory”. His first

key is used only for one time that’s why its name is

founded landmark paper, “A Mathematical Theory of
Communication” that he published in 1948[11].

one time pad. With this we do a reliable

Which model is known by “Shannon’s Cipher Model”.

than the original signal, which is often too costly to

His consideration is to transfer data from transmitter

implement efficiently [13].

to

Elwood

Shannon

was

an

communication. Size of secret key is always more

legitimate receiver in presence of passive

eavesdropper. Shannon’s mode consider noise less
atmosphere that means ideal case. He says that with

Wyner’s Wire-Tap Channel (1975)
To overcome limitations of the Shannon’s model

the help of this we get identical observation at the

public key cryptography is introduced. In a 1975

eavesdropper and legitimate receiver on the base of

paper, Dr. Aaron D. Wyner introduced the “wire-tap

information theoretic level. Shannon’s shows that

channel”, showing how one could obtain “perfect

legitimate parties can do secure communication with

secrecy” when a receiver enjoys a better channel than

secret key. This secret key is added with the original
message and then transferred, at the receiver we can

does the wire-tapping opponent. In order to get rid of
some of the hard problems, we have to change our

decrypt that message with the help of same key. Here

conventional way of information theoretic security

transmitter and receiver both are fixed and with this

with computation based security. By accommodation

method only get information at receiver not at

such technique could be easily able to solve some the

eavesdropper. Here we see the Shannon’s cipher

rigid problems such as factoring, logarithms which

model in Figure 1.

used to take a large amount of time but now such
algorithms could be solve in appreciably very less
amount of time. This all factors could help the
communication sector to overcome all the adversaries
to become successful [14], [15]. Wyner who develop a
wire-tap channel and create a perfectly secure
communication without use of secret keys. Wyners
shows that if the wiretapper channel has degraded
version of the main channel then the source and
destination

can

exchange

perfect

secure

communication with nonzero rate [4]. While the
eavesdropper cannot get information from its
observation. Achievable secrecy rate is called when
Figure 1. Shannon’s Cipher Model [13]

the rate at which information can transmitted by
transmitter and received at intended receiver is
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secretly. Secrecy capacity is called as the maximal

[21] iii) Multiple-Input-Single-Output (MISO) [22]-

achievable secrecy rate. Then after in [5] secrecy

[23] systems. To implement this system costing is very

capacity of scalar Gaussian wire-tap channel was

high as well as the size is so higher. Because of this

analyzed. In [6] wyner shows the transmission of

limitations multiple antennas may not be available at

confidential

broadcast

network nodes. After seeing this scenario node

communication. Model of Wyner’s wire-tap channel

cooperation is an effective way to enable single

is shown in Figure 2.

antenna node to operate as a multiple antenna system.
Here we consider a scenario in which source

message

over

the

communicates with destination with the help of
number

of

relays

in

presence

of

multiple

eavesdroppers. Each node has single antenna which is
omnidirectional and global channel state information
(CSI) is achievable. Beamforming is used in relay
system to improve the received signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) at the legitimate receiver. To establish this type
Figure 2. Wyner’s Wire-Tap Channel [12]

of system from the traditional system without
security concerns is to exploit the magnitudes and

Here in this figure original signal W is transmitted by
the transmitter (Alice) that transmitted signal X is

phases of the relay to destination channels and
accordingly adjust the transmit powers and phases of

reached at the Bob as YB and at Eav as YE because of

the signals that are to be transmitted from several

wireless communication. Bob can easily decode the

relays bearing a common message, so as to combine

message but eavesdropper cannot decode it because of

the signals at the destination contractively [25]. If

key, here public key is used. To understand secrecy
capacity we take some assumptions, where source

relay system wants to consider as a security concern

input is X and intended destination output is Y and

then it need to exploit the channel information of
eavesdropper as well as intended receiver and the

Eav output is Z. then the secrecy capacity (CS) is given

objective is no longer the received signal to noise

by

ratio at the legitimate receiver. Relay beam forming
CS = max [I(X; Y) – I(X; Z)]

model is shown in Figure 3.

That means signal transmit over main channel to
wire-tap channel is called as secrecy capacity [1].
Relay Beamforming Technique
In olden days the work on Physical layer security is
based on single antenna system were Absent
Feedback scheme was shown, If the channel between
source and eavesdropper is better than the channel
between source and destination, secrecy rate is

Figure 3. Illustration Of Relay Model [1]

typically zero [4],[5]. After some time to overcome
this problem one newer technology is established, in
which multiple antennas are used to transmit and

To understand this concept we study 3 cooperative

receive the signal. In this system there are three

source and increase the achievable secrecy rate. Three
cooperative schemes are i) Decode and Forward (DF)

phases, i) Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output (MIMO)

schemes that improve the total transmit power at the

[16]-[20] ii) Single-Input-Multiple-Output (SIMO)
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ii) Amplify and Forward (AF) iii) Cooperative

probability. Here we get higher level security to

Jamming (CJ).

increase number of antenna at Alice. To comparing
both single RF chain and multiple RF chain, we get

In Decode and Forward method source transmits

more advantages in single chain. Like reduced cost,

encoded signal to relays, each relay decode the signal

complexity, power consumption and size. Some

then again re-encode that weighted version of signal

limitation of this scheme is that Alice has not the

and after improving the signal power they transmit
signal in the atmosphere, here signal can cover more

knowledge of CSI between Alice and Bob as well as
Alice and Eav. Therefore secrecy is not guaranteed it

distance and reached at the receiver. If any problems

is only probabilistic treatment of secrecy capacity [8].

are occur in the signal that is recover at the relays
because of the decoding process. In Amplify and

Artificial Noise

Forward method first the encoded data is reached at

In

the relays. This time data is not decoded by the relays

eavesdropper at all time. The secrecy capacity of

but they only amplify the signal that’s why they bust

MISO wiretap channel has been investigated when

the signal and then transmitted after some distance

statistical channel state information of eavesdropper is

data catch by the receiver. Here if any mistakes are

available. When Eav’s CSI is completely absent, AN

presented in the transmitter that same mistakes is

scheme has been proposed for MISO and MIMO

reached at the receiver. In Co-operative jamming
system source transmits the encoded signal and relays

systems to improve the secrecy rate, and continued
cooperative jamming scheme. The AN scheme

transmit weighted jamming signals because of the

recover the limitation of the CSI scheme that to cope

confusion at receiver. Legitimate receiver can catch

with the passive eavesdropper. It gives the degraded

the signal, because of the decoding process it can

version of SNR of an eavesdropper. In this process

judge the feck data or original encoded signal but

transmitter

malicious receiver cannot judge. With this process
can protect the data from the eavesdropper. We find

information. That code is removed at the legitimate
receiver and they get information. This scheme offers

the perfect value of the source power after obtaining

multiple antenna at transmitter is more than the

the relay weights for a fixed source power. However

eavesdropper.

beamforming scheme offers secure communications

eavesdropper is more or twice the Alice’s antenna

by decreasing the signal-to-noise power ratio (SNR)

then eavesdropper can trace information signal and

of an eavesdropper. Since, the beamforming scheme

effect of AN scheme is failed. Because of the multiple

need the channel state information between a

antenna, it’s very costly. This all work is assumption

transmitter and an eavesdropper, it is rather

that eavesdropper know CSI of itself that’s why it can

impractical.

detect the intercepted signal coherently. This

practical

transmitter

add

But

AN

if

cannot

code

with

number

of

get

the

CSI

of

original

antenna

at

assumption is valuable for some situations. In that firs
Transmit Antenna Selection

the sample signal is transmitted by transmitter for the

As a more practical scheme then the beam forming

legitimate receiver to design the channel coefficient

scheme

as well as synchronize the sampling time and

is

Transmit

Antenna

Scheme

(TAS).

Limitation of the beamforming method is overcome

frequency. Against this the Artificial Fast Fading (AFF)

by the TAS process. In this process we didn’t required

has been proposed.

CSI between source and eavesdropper. We find the
secrecy when transmitter has multiple antenna with
single RF chain, legitimate receiver has single antenna

Artificial Fast Fading
The Artificial Fast Fading scheme causes the effect of

device and eavesdropper has multiple antenna. We

pseudo fast fading to the received signal of an

develop close form expressions for the secrecy outage

eavesdropper without affecting the received signal of
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a legitimate receiver. This can be achieved by

propose an AFF generation scheme for MIMO-OFDM

multiplying the signal to be transmitted by an

systems.

intentional random weight which is called the AFF
weight. AFF weight is generated to be canceled out
by the CSI between an Alice and a Bob while
processing the random property. Since the signal
detection under a fading channel generally results in a
lower performance then that under a noise only
channel, the AFF scheme is effective in improving the
secrecy. In [27] the AFF scheme is considered for
single stream transmitter. For cancelling the AFF
weight by the CSI between a transmitter and a
legitimate receiver, it is required that the system has
Multiple Input Single Output (MISO) architecture.
Thus the AFF scheme has been developed in a MISO

Figure 5. Mimo-Ofdm System With An Eavesdropper
[32].

system in [27]. In AFF scheme with MISO system is
shown in Figure 4.

The proposed AFF weight matrix and the cancelling
weight matrix. Simulation results show that the AFF
produced by our AFF generation scheme is
successfully cancelled out at legitimate receiver.
Moreover the MIMO-OFDM system using our
proposed AFF scheme is shown to provide a larger
mutual information at the legitimate receiver then
the MISO-OFDM system using the existing AFF
scheme [32]. In [32], proposed a frequency domain
AFF generation scheme for MIMO-OFDM systems

Figure 4. Miso-Ofdm System With An Eavesdropper
[32]
Here in this system transmitter Alice transmits
encoded signal. Original signal added with the AFF
weighted signal then converted signal is transmit by
the antenna. Alice and Eve has multiple antenna but
Bob has only one antenna. In this system weighted
code and channel state information made unity then
and then that receiver get that data. With the help of
this can judge legitimate receiver.
Artifical Fast Fading With Mimo-Ofdm System
Meanwhile, modern wireless communication systems
mostly use Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO)
architecture. By transmitting multiple data streams at
a time, system attains a larger capacity. Here, we

employing spatial multiplexing. The proposed AFF
matrix is composed by stacking the random weight
matrix and the canceling weight matrix. The AFF
produced by our AFF generation scheme is
successfully cancelled out ae the legitimate receiver,
while causing the pseudo fading effect at the
eavesdropper. When the multiple streams are
transmitted, the mutual information of the system is
increased along with the number of transmitted
streams. Therefor the proposed scheme is effective for
improving the secrecy rate of MIMO-OFDM system
[32].
Cooperative Jamming
In wireless communication so many transmitters and
receivers to accept and release data signal. To keep
reliable communication only Alice and Bob can
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communicate, all other must be silent as the signals

jamming is more detrimental to Eav than Bob, thus

they transmit will cause interference at Bob. When

increasing Alice’s achievable secrecy rate.

security is an added concern independent transmitters

III. COMPARITIVE ANALYSIS

can increases the secrecy rate of a given transmit
receiver pair by transmitting signals. This system first
shown in [33] then in [34] and [35], cooperative

Shannon’s Chipher Model

jamming is work on this concept to protect data from
the eavesdropper. One interpretation of this fact has

Adv.

to

Dis.

do

with

the

relative

nature

of

secure

Private Key is used. One time pad requires,

that’s why we get perfect secrecy.
Secret key length should be as large as the size

communications and the fact that the achievable

of the message which is often too costly to

throughput in secrecy is equal to the difference in the

implement efficiently.

rates of the legitimate channel, and eavesdropper’s
channel. Model of cooperative jamming signal is
shown in Figure 6.

Wynner’s Wire-Tap Model
Adv. Public key cryptography. Assume that wiretap channel gets degraded version of the main
channel, designer attempts to build the
encoder-decoder in such a way as to
maximize the transmission rate R and the
equivocation d of the data as seed by the wiretapper.
If equivocation is equal to entropy of the data
source, then that transmission is accomplished
in perfect secrecy.
Result imply that there exist secrecy capacity
is greater than 0, such that reliable
transmission at rate up to secrecy capacity is
possible in approximately perfect secrecy.

Figure 6. A Multiple Access Wiretap Channel
Cooperative jamming was originally proposed for a
multiple access wiretap channel, where multiple
legitimate users wish to have simultaneous secure

Dis.

equivocation.
Csiszar And Corner
Adv.

theoretically secure communication between

presence of eavesdropper. Here in this figure, Alice

the legitimate user is possible by exploiting
the inherent channel is degraded.

and Bob are legitimate transmitter-receiver, Charlie
also wish to transmit data to Bob simultaneously in
rate of the system, a user Charlie who has stronger
connection to the eavesdropper then to the Bob
should cease sending message carrying signals and
instead help by sending Independent Identically
Distributed (IID) Gaussian noise signals. Since Charlie
has a stronger channel gain to Eav then to Bob, his

When the eavesdropper isnot degraded with
respect to the legitimate user, information

communications with a legitimate receiver in the

the presence of Eav. To maximize the sum secrecy

Tread off curve between transmission rate and

Relay Beamforming
Adv.

Beam

forming

scheme

offers

secure

communication by reducing the signal to
Dis.

noise power ratio (SNR) of an eavesdropper.
BF scheme requires the channel state
information (CSI) between a transmitter and
eavesdropper, it is rather impractical.
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control coding and cryptography," Proc. IEEE
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Adv.

Dis.
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Requires only the CSI between a transmitter

[3].

C. Shin, R. W. Heath, and E. J. Powers, "Blind

and legitimate user, it can cope with a passive

channel estimation for MIMO-OFDM system,"

eavesdropper.

IEEE Trans. Wireless Commun., vol. 56, no. 2,

TAS

does

not

demodulation
eavesdropper.

always

degraded

performance

of

the
the

pp. 670–685, Mar. 2007.
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Adv.
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to
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